
 

 

Meditation 1 Paper 

Paragraph 6 argument: 

*If our dream is based on the reality we live in, there must be at least a more simpler reality which 

our reality is based on. 

*Our dream is based on the resemblance with the reality we live in. 

*Therefore, there must exist a more simpler reality which our reality is based on. 

  

 Descartes thought that we are actually in a dream when we think we are in reality. Because 

when we are in a dream, we believe that everything is real. For example, when we have a dream 

about being in a math class, we don’t think that we are dreaming about it. Rather, we believe we are 

actually in a math class. So, Descartes believed that the reality we think we have been in since we 

were born may not be real after all. 

 However, the first premise above is not necessarily true. Dreaming is part of our life. The 

reason that dreaming exists is because it’s based on a reality which we trust. In other words, without 

reality, we lose the basic element of dreaming. Then, Descartes argued that our reality is also based 

on a simpler reality. However, we never wake up from this reality like when we wake up from our 

dream. So when will we return to that simpler reality which Descartes mentioned? Since we cannot 

do that during our life time, there is only one answer—we wake up from this reality when we die. 

But the problem is that we have not yet been able not know what happens when we die. Thus, we 

cannot prove the existence of the simpler reality which Descartes said really exist. Therefore, the 

reality we live in right now is tend to be the reality for human being because it is the one we are 

able to wake up to. So, the first premise above is wrong, which questions Descartes’ conclusion that 

there is another simpler reality which our reality is based on. 
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Comment [1]: Good, valid argument! But I 
think it’s more like the idea that if our dreams 
depict any reality at all, then there must be 
some simpler reality they’re based on. 
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Comment [2]: He didn’t actually think this; he 
just thinks we can’t totally rule it out as a 
possibility. 
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Deleted: existed 
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Comment [3]: Exactly. It may not be. 
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Comment [4]: Interesting! 
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Comment [5]: I think this sort of sidesteps 
Descartes’ reason for this, which is that we 
can’t dream that we’re in a math class with 
people who are wearing clothes and saying 
words if we’ve never experienced a class, or 
other people, or clothes, or words. Does your 
objection make sense of that? 


